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Abstract: IoT systems are known for being complex, heterogeneous, distributed, resources constrained, 

integrating probably moving devices or services in a highly dynamic environment. This is a non exhaustive 

set of characteristics that an IoT system should satisfy. Designing an IoT system according to a given 

architecture in order to satisfy a set of required characteristics is a priority in order to meet principal 

requirements of the system according to the specific application field. In this paper, we give an overview of 

main existing categories of IoT architectures. We identify principally software IoT architecture, hardware 

IoT architecture, and general IoT architecture. Based on this study, we propose an end-to-end IoT 

architecture designed according to a five layered model. We propose a summary of different enabling 

technologies presented according to the end-to-end architecture. We finally exhibit main challenges of IoT 

systems that can be raised at different contexts and applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Connecting all everyday objects is a quickly growing fashion nowadays, commonly known as Internet of 

Things (IoT) systems. IoT systems require a deep understanding of many technological domains. In fact, it 

is the meeting of various concepts leading to a transversal paradigm. In the literature, there exist a lot of 

works proposing new IoT architectures applied on a specific or many application domains. Other works 

focus on technologies used to meet IoT systems requirements from a technical and practical point of view. 

We need to deal with architectures in order to represent, organize and structure the internet of things in 

a way that allows it to work properly [1]. IoT architecture may be treated as a system or paradigm which 

may consist physical objects (e.g. sensors, actuators), virtual objects (e.g. cloud services, communication 

layers and protocols) or a hybrid of these two perspectives [2]. These architectures must be able to support 

IoT devices and services, as well as the workflow that these devices will affect. Thereby, IoT architectures 

are classified as hardware architectures, software architectures, process architectures and general 

architectures [1], [3]. 

In this paper, we propose an overview of existing IoT architectures classified according to three 

categories (hardware, software, general). According to this classification, we deduce a general end-to-end 

IoT architecture that can be used to design IoT systems. In addition to that, we list the enabling 

technologies used in IoT systems. We give main challenges encountered in IoT systems in general. 

Outline: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses different types of hardware IoT 
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architectures. Section 3 presents software IoT architectures. Section 4 exhibits general IoT architectures. 

Section 5 shows the proposed End-to-End IoT architecture. Section 6 discusses the enabling technologies 

used in IoT systems. Section 7 discusses challenges related to IoT systems. Section 8 gives concluding 

remarks and directions of future work. 

2. Hardware IoT Architectures 

Many hardware architectures have been proposed to support the distributed computing environment 

required by the Internet of Things. Among these architectures we find the peer-to-peer architecture, the 

EPC based architecture and the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) based architecture. In the following, we 

discuss those three hardware architectures and we give examples for each type.  

2.1. Peer to Peer Architecture 

In this model, the interaction between processes/peers/devices is symmetric : each process will act as a 

client and a server at the same time (acting as a ’servant’). Peer-to-peer architectures can be built using a 

distribution protocol such as the multiple Distributed Hash Table (DHT) routing protocol. It is possible to 

design a P2P architecture to be especially beneficial for Web of things (WoT) applications, like M2M 

communication, involving embedded devices [4]. 

2.2. EPC Based Architecture 

EPC(Electronic Product Code) is a universal identifier that gives a unique identity to an item a RFID tag is 

affixed to. The identity is made to be unique so that each object is identifiable within the objects field [5]. 

The EPC number enables data information exchange among companies and their business partners. For 

standardization purposes, an architecture known as the EPCglobal network was proposed. In this 

architecture, roles, interfaces and a common vocabulary are specified, leaving implementation details for 

end users depending on the application domain. Such a network allows traceability of the movement of 

items among the supply chain and gathering information related to each item [6]. 

Many proposed IoT architectures are based on EPC approach. An EPC based architecture could be built 

over an heterogeneous access network, particularly using a ZigBee network as it can collect the latest 

information about ‘Things’ [7]. The proposed architecture provides two functions. The first one is how to 

register new objects or devices to a home area network. The second one is how to make objects 

communicate through the Internet with generic protocols. The proposed EPC architecture uses 

combination of sensor networks and EPC networks, which provide product information through web 

services from the manufacturers. 

Another existing IoT architecture based on EPC approach is the Bridge project [8]. BRIDGE (Building 

Radio Frequency Identification Solutions for the Global Environment) is an european project that aims to 

research, develop and implement tools to enable the deployment of RFID and EPC Network applications. 

This project is implemented in a complete decentralized architecture enabled by EPCglobal network 

architecture. This architecture is intended for supply chain products and is applied to seven application 

domains. A main issue while designing such an architecture is security and privacy. Illicit use of EPC and 

secure transmission of data between readers and tags should be ensured. No extension of the EPC Network 

standard to deal with sensor data is provided. 

2.3. Sensors and WSNs Based Architecture 

Using WSN while desingnig IoT architectures is very promising since it helps implementing 

distributiveness and context-awareness which are main features of IoT architectures. It is possible to 
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implement an integrated framework for interconnecting WSNs and actuators to standard networks as Web 

services [9]. While designing an IoT architecture based on WSNs, it is possible to include a complete IP 

adaptation method, as it is the case for the Sensor Networks for an All-IP World (SNAIL) architecture which 

includes four significant network protocols: mobility, web enablement, time synchronization, and security 

[10]. Another existing approach relies on using M2M gateway in the IoT architecture based on WSNs. The 

main idea is to connect different sensors to the M2M gateway for communication with end users or 

different provided services. This solution can be applied in smart building applications using WSNs. 

Heterogeneity and security issues are fulfilled using this approach [11]. There exist another possible 

approach that permit desingning WSN based IoT architecture. It is called autonomic-oriented architecture 

and consists in implementing an autonomic communication protocol taking into consideration the 

constraints of wireless terminal available in the Internet of Things, mainly sensors and RFIDs [12]. WSNs 

are also widely used in smart cities in order to manage smart traffics and mobility [13]. 

3. Software IoT Architecture 

Software architectures are necessary to ensure access and sharing of services offered by IoT devices. 

There are several approaches to provide application framework for IoT such as SOA, RESTful and 

architectures based on fog and cloud computing. These architectures focus on services and flexibility and 

cover Operating systems, IoT middleware, APIs, Data management, Big data, etc. In the following, we 

discuss SOA based architecture, RESTful architecture and cloud/fog based architecture. 

3.1. SOA Based IoT Architecture 

 

          

        

             

           

 

  

 

 
Fig. 1. SOA based IoT architecture. 

 
There has been several works for an effective integration of the Internet of Things in enterprise services 

using the SOA paradigm [18]-[20]. One existing SOA based IoT architecture is the SOCRADES Integration 

Architecture(SIA) [19] which is composed of six layers: Application Interface, Service Management, Device 

Management, Security, Platform Abstraction and Devices. Open and standardized communication via web 
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Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a software architectural style that is commonly built using web 

services standards. It is also possible to implement SOA using any other service-based technology, such as 

Jini [14], CORBA [15] or REST [16]. In SOA based IoT architecture, each device is a service consumer and/or 

a service provider offering services or sharing resources and interacting with service consumers via

compatible service APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). SOA technologies enable publishing,

discovery, selection, and composition of services offered by IoT devices [17]. Unlike traditional enterprise

services and applications, which are mainly virtual entities, real-world services are provided by embedded 

systems that are related directly to the physical world [17]. In IoT architectures, we can find both types of 

services according to the application domain (Fig. 1).



  

services at all layers is used. Furthermore, a system architecture is proposed in order to enable dynamic 

query, select, and use of services running on physical devices. A set of requirements to facilitate the 

querying and discovery of real-world services is established [17]. 

IoT systems are heterogeneous and very dynamic. As a consequence, proposing a trust management 

protocol for SOA based IoT architecture is one open issue [20]. 

3.2. REST Based IoT Architecture 

The Representational State Transfer (REST) is a software architectural style that defines a set of 

constraints to be used for creating web services. REST architecture is mainly based on constrained 

client-server communication. REST is implemented by Universal Resource Indicators (URIs) for identifying 

        

and Extensible Markup Language (XML) to exchange data [16]. The RESTful architecture is known to be 

loose-coupled, simple and scalable, which motivate to use Web standards to interact with smart things. As a 

result, the concept of Web of Thigns (WoT) is introduced rather than Internet of Things (IoT) [21]. In the 

Web of Things concept, smart things and their services are fully integrated in the Web by reusing and 

adapting technologies and patterns commonly used for traditional Web content. We should notice that 

HTTP introduces a communication overhead and increases average latency. It should be used for pervasive 

scenarios where relatively longer delays do not affect the system requirements. 

It is possible to build web services for IoT applications by using the Constrained Application Protocol 

(CoAP) [22], which is defined in the Constrained RESTful Environment (CoRE) charter [23]. the CoAP 

allows RESTbased communications among applications residing in distributed and networked embedded 

systems [9], [24]. The CoAP aims to provide a protocol stack able to cope with limited packet sizes, low 

energy devices and unreliable channels, which are the main characteristics of IoT architectures. As a result, 

the use of CoAP improves the average of communication latency in IoT systems. 

Another existing protocol used to implement the REST architecture is the Message Queue Telemetry 

Transport (MQTT) [25]. MQTT is a lightweight event- and message-oriented protocol, which allows the 

devices to asynchronously communicate across constrained networks to reach remote systems. MQTT is 

based on a publish/subscribe interaction pattern. In particular, MQTT has been implemented for easily 

connecting the things to the web and support unreliable networks with small bandwidth and high latency. 

As a result, MQTT is adequat for designing REST based IoT architectures. The main issue with the MQTT 

protocol is low level security. There exist some work to enhance the security of the MQTT protocol by 

proposing an Open Source AUthenticated Publish/Subscribe (AUPS) system for the Internet of Things [25]. 

3.3. Cloud Based IoT Architectures 

IoT systems generate a huge amount of data that has to be stored, processed and presented in a seamless, 

efficient, and easily interpretable way. Cloud computing provide high reliability, scalability, and autonomy 

to IoT systems. In fact, a cloud based platform acts as a receiver of data from the ubiquitous sensors, as a 

computer to analyze and interpret data, as well as a visualizations web based tool [26]. It is possible to 

design an IoT architecture based on a Cloud centric vision [27]. According to this vision, a conceptual 

framework integrating the ubiquitous sensing devices and the applications is proposed (Fig. 2). 

The cloud-centric view is criticized for being very centralized. Indeed, physical devices must be able to 

communicate with cloud services that are typically geographically remote and scattered. Such an aspect can 

be very restrictive since the devices used in IoT systems generally have very limited resources. To facilitate 

access to cloud services, there are architectures that provide the use of access points as intermediates 

between physical devices and cloud services. This is called the fog computing [28]. The Fig. 3 illustrates an 

architecture based on the fog computing.  
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Fig. 2. Cloud based IoT architecture. 

 

 
 

 

4. General IoT Architectures 

There is no agreement on a single architecture that best suits the Internet of Things [29], [30]. In the 

following, we will present general architectures that offer end-to-end solutions covering several aspects of 

the Internet of Things. These architectures are designed according to a layered model. These layers differ in 

number and technological solutions deployed depending on the scope and specific requirements for each 

case. 

IoT solutions can be used to design an architecture that is applied on a composite case study consisting of 

various IoT applications like smart home, smart transportation, smart healthcare, etc. That is the main 

purpose of researches carried out by [31] which propose a layered and distributed architecture, called 
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Distributed Internet-like Architecture for Things (DIAT), that provides various levels of abstraction to 

tackle the issues such as, scalability, heterogeneity, security and interoperability. The functionalities of IoT 

infrastructure are grouped into three layers (i) Virtual Object Layer (VOL), (ii) Composite Virtual Object 

Layer (CVOL), and (iii) Service Layer (SL). The three layers are responsible for object virtualization, service 

composition and execution, and service creation and management respectively. The IoT Daemon module 

encapsulates the security management transversal module, in addition to the three layers mentioned 

above. 

Applying principals of IoT to smart vehicles results on the new paradigm IoV (Internet of Vehicles). [32] 

propose a five layered architecture designed for IoV: perception, coordination, Artificial Intelligence (AI), 

application and business layers. Authors exhibit the protocols that can be used to accomplish the functional 

requirements of each layer identified in the architecture. In addition to that, a network model of IoV is 

proposed by identifying major network elements. General and technical recommendations are given to 

fulfill the IoV requirements using the proposed architecture, especially those concerning the safety, 

connectivity and location services. A comparison between functional and non functional requirements of 

IoV and VANETs (Vehicular Adhoc Networks) is provided. 

There exist several researches proposing conceptual architectures without being applied on a practical 

case study. [33] prpose a general IoT architecture with three functional platforms: Sensing and Gateway, 

Resource and Administration, Open Application. It is an open and generic IoT architecture with open 

interfaces and resources, considering different business scenarios, application-based requirements, and 

technologies. This IoT architecture can be applied in nine fields, including: domain industry applications; 

smart agriculture; smart logistics; intelligent transportation; smart grid; smart environmental protection; 

smart safety; smart medical care; and smart home. Authors give general recommendations and 

requirements to deploy this IoT architecture on each field without expliciting a practical case study. 

Ref. [34] propose a conceptual architecture for organizing IoT-based pervasive communities and 

societies. The conceptual architecture is devised to integrate the concept of process-aware collaborative 

communities into the standardized framework of the Internet of Things by including the concept of process 

automation. This architecture comprises four layers: IoT application, virtual community support, network, 

and device layers. No case study is carried out for this conceptual architecture. 

IoT solutions can be deployed in logistics and supply chain management services. An IoT-based 

architecture is proposed for monitoring the conditions in which goods are transported and stored [35]. 

This architecture includes vehicle fleet tracking, goods monitoring and control and location-based services 

and aims to improve the performance, safety, and reliability of the transport process. In this proposal, 

authors give general requirements and directions to implement the IoT-based architecture in transport 

monitoring systems. A comparative study of technological possible choices is carried out. No practical 

implementation is handled. 

There exist proposals for a generic architecture that aims to be applied to different application fields by 

giving technological and practical solutions for each case. [36] propose an architecture based on a modular 

design and subdivided into different layers with several choices for each layer. Choices made on each layer 

can be replaced or combined without affecting the functionality of the overall system. The different layers 

in the proposed architecture are: Physical Sensors and Actuators, Low-Power Embedded Processor, 

Wireless Transceiver Technologies, Internet Gateway and application management cloud server. Taking 

profit from the modular design, the proposed architecture is applied on several applications such as health 

care, smart home, agriculture system and object tracking. Technological choices and experimental results 

are given for each application field. 
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Summary of IoT architecture: 

 

In Table 1 we resume all studied IoT architectures classified according to three principal categories. 

 

Table 1. Summary of IoT Architectures 
Hardware IoT Architecture - Peer to Peer Architecture [4] 

- EPC based Architecture [6, 7, 8] 

- Sensors and WSNs Architecture [9,10, 11, 12] 

Software IoT Architecture - SOA based Architecture [17, 18, 19, 20, 37,38] 

- REST based Architecture [21, 9, 24, 25] 

- Cloud and fog based Architecture [26, 27, 28] 

General IoT Architecture - Composite case study [31] 

- IoV application domain [32] 

- Logistics and supply chain [35] 

- Conceptual architectures [33, 34] 

- Generic architecture[36] 

 

5. End-to-End IoT Architecture 

From the studied end-to-end architectures, we can deduce a general architecture according to which 

end-to-end architectures are designed (Fig. 4). This general architecture is composed of five layers: 1) 

Devices 2) Network 3) Middlware 4) Application 5) Business. In an end-to-end architecture, several layers 

can be grouped, or a layer can be divided into several sub-layers according to the objectives and 

requirements of the IoT system studied. In the following we give a description of each layer of this general 

architecture. 

 

 
Fig. 4. End-to-end multi-layered IoT architecture. 

 

Devices layer: Also called the perception layer. This layer contains devices in contact with the physical 

world that can be detectors or actuators. This layer is responsible for grouping the data of the physical 

world and transmitting them through the network layer. The nature of these devices differs according to 

the field of application and the nature of the data to be collected: humidity, brightness, movement, heat, etc. 

Network layer: This layer is responsible for transmitting the data collected by the perception layer to the 

middleware layer. Reliable communication channels must be ensured for the transmission of data. There 

are several technologies that can be used in this layer: Wifi, Zigbee, 3G / 4G, RFID, Bluetooth, etc. 

Middleware layer: This layer is responsible for storing and interpreting the collected data in order to 

route the requested service to the right place. This layer mainly supports the heterogeneity of devices and 

applications and thus ensures the link between the physical world and the application layer. 
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Application layer: This layer provides the requested services to the end user through visualization tools. 

The services provided differ widely according to the application field: smart home, smart factory, smart 

vehicle, health care, etc. 

Business layer: This layer manages the activities and services of the IoT system. It is responsible for 

studying the data received from the application layer and for structuring and analyzing them in order to 

organize the results in a dashboard consisting of diagrams, tables, processes, etc., in order to have an 

overall evaluation of deployed solutions. 

6. Enabling Technologies 

In this part, we discuss different technologies used in an IoT system. In fact, an IoT system is composed of 

several elements: the perception of the physical world provided by physical objects in touch with the 

external environment, the communication of data through adequate means, the storage and processing of 

collected data and finally the presentation and the visualization of the results by the end users. 

To achieve all the elements of an IoT system, there are several technologies that must be combined at 

different levels in order to implement the features required by the system. Thus, we present in the 

following technologies to deploy for IoT systems. We rely on the end-to-end architecture previously 

mentioned (Fig. 4), explaining the technologies that must be deployed at each layer of this general 

architecture. The Fig. 5 summarizes the technologies deployed at each layer of the general end-to-end 

architecture. This figure has been realized based on several works concerning the technologies used in the 

IoT systems [35], [3], [36], [28]. 

7. IoT Challenges 

 

 
Fig. 5. IoT systems enabling technologies. 

 

There is still no unanimity for an IoT architecture valid for all areas of application. Each scientific 

community provides definitions and directions related to its areas of interest. As a result, the challenges of 

IoT systems also differ depending on the perspectives adopted. In our research work, we will establish 

various challenges encountered during the implementation of IoT systems (Fig. 6). To do this, we rely on 
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the end-to-end general architecture mentioned earlier. We mention the challenges related to each layer in 

this architecture. We should notice that there are several cross-cutting challenges that occur on multiple 

layers but their interpretations differ for each layer (Fig. 7). 

Architecture: The realization of an IoT system according to a given architecture is essential. Indeed, this 

architecture makes it possible to acquire a set of requirements required by the system. Consequently, 

proposing an architecture for IoT systems is an essential challenge that should be tackled. Indeed, there are 

several proposals for IoT architectures in the literature. Some of the proposals involve physical 

architectures, others offer software architectures, while there is another scientific community that offers 

end-to-end architectures. An architecture must satisfy the functional and non-functional requirements of 

the concerned system. It is therefore necessary to be able to choose the appropriate architecture according 

to the objectives and the interests specific to the application field [28], [3], [39]. 

IoT systems modeling: IoT systems are complex systems because they integrate a large variety of devices 

and services that should be managed and well integrated. The communication and the interaction between 

IoT systems components should also be studied. That is why there should be more interest and work on IoT 

systems modeling issue. Formal modeling of IoT software architecture, hardware architecture, end-to-end 

architecture as well as the different protocols of communication and security seems to be a promising issue 

that will enable much control of IoT systems management [3]. In the litterature, there exist works on formal 

modeling of communication protocols entended for IoT systems [40], [41]. There exists also proposals for 

modeling IoT systems using Multi Agent Systems [42], [43]. In a previous work, we propose a formal model 

for our ReDy architecture entended for IoT systems [44]-[46]. 

Distributivity: An IoT system is characterized mainly by its distributed aspect. In fact, it inherits the 

challenges encountered in the design of distributed systems combined with the specific features of IoT 

systems. In the following, we cite four main challenges related to IoT systems as distributed systems [47], 

[48], [26], [49]. 

a) Membership management: This involves making decisions for the choice of method to design the 

architecture according to which the network is built. This choice must comply with the requirements of the 

Internet of Things [47]. 

b) Communication within the distributed network: Choice of the communication protocol in order to 

meet the requirements of the system [47], [48]. 

c) Distributed Intelligence: The entities in the system must be able to perform calculations in order to 

make decisions without external intervention [47], [50]. 

d) The management of massive data exchanged in the distributed network [47], [26]. 

 

 
Fig. 6. IoT challenges.  

 

Dynamicity: An IoT system is usually composed of a very large number of entities. During system 
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operation, entities can join or leave the system. Such a change shall in no way affect the functioning of the 

system that must continue to provide the required services. It is important to ensure the dynamic and 

potentially migratory aspect of IoT systems [2], [31], [48]. 

Availability: IoT systems availability must be ensured in both hardware and software levels. By hardware 

availability we mean that devices in contact with the environment must always be ready to capture the 

necessary data or event. Software availability means that the services provided by the system must always 

be accessible by the end user [49], [3], [28]. 

Reliability: Consists in ensuring the proper functioning of the system while respecting its specifications. 

Reliability must be ensured at the communication network level by using reliable communication protocols 

to ensure fault tolerance. Reliability must also be ensured by the hardware components (devices) as well as 

the software components (services). Reliability and availability are closely related because reliability is 

about ensuring system availability over time [49], [3], [28]. 

Scalability: Is one of the most important challenges in IoT systems. Indeed, it is necessary to be able to 

design modular architectures allowing the extension of the system without affecting its quality of 

functioning [3], [28], [49], [50]. 

Heterogeneity: IoT systems are characterized by the heterogeneity of their physical objects, hence the 

need for a middleware to integrate these heterogeneous devices in a single system. The issue of 

heterogeneity also concerns the software layers, since the services offered by the system can also be 

heterogeneous and require standardization work in order to be able to support several technological 

choices [3], [2], [48]-[50]. 

Intelligence and decision-making: IoT devices must be connected to the network, and must implement 

solutions and algorithms in order to be able to make adequate decisions [3], [2]. 

Mobility: IoT devices are generally small devices that can be moved continuously. Studies are made in 

order to maintain a correct fonctionning of the system despite the mobility of devices [28], [51], [13] 

Security and privacy: It is necessary to have a policy of security and privacy in an IoT system that cover 

all layers of IoT architecture. In fact, there exist protocols that should be implemented in order to ensure 

this aspect. However, there still need to adapt existing protocols to the very fast moving context of IoT 

systems [3], [28], [49]. 

Low power consumption for computing and communication purposes: IoT systems devices are generally 

ressources constrained namely in terms of energy capacity. This issue should be taken into consideration 

while designing IoT systems [47]. 

 

 
Fig. 7. IoT challenges organized according to the end-to-end architecture layers. 

 

8. Conclusion 

IoT systems are the meeting of many technological fields and applications. Tackling such a paradigm 
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needs to have a global view of several aspects related to IoT systems. In this paper, we propose an overview 

of different existing IoT architectures that allow implementing IoT systems at different layers. From the 

studied architectures, we propose a general end-to-end IoT architecture composed of five principal layers. 

We give a summary about the main enabling technologies used to implement IoT systems classified 

according to the proposed end-to-end IoT architecture layers. We finally exhibit the principal challenges 

encountered while designing and implementing IoT systems. By this work, we aim to give a global view 

about IoT systems from an academic point of view in order to be initiated to IoT systems design and 

implementation. Our proposal can be used in many application fields of IoT systems such as smart home, 
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